7.4.1
7 4.t

Vorenberg Notes
for
Meeting of 1-3t-74
Professor Vorenberg's notes are challenging to decipher, but hugely helpful
in understanding the internal workings of the Watergate Special Prosecution
Force.

These are his notes from the indictment discussion held on January 3L,
L974, with the author's interpretation. This same meeting is covered by
Peter Kreindler's notes (Document 7.2.b above),
Expa nded Tra nscri ption

decisions
Parkinson, Bittman, Strachan, Colson + Caulfield
L-3I-74 -- Meeting on indictment

See PK notes
also Iason

--get from SDNY June 4 tape w/Feb 28 segment

Caulfield (presentation by Ben-Veniste)
--not a little fish
--offered to take plea of guilty to WG Conspiracy, with suspended
sentence (Surprised that he would accept)
Jaworski says - why not wait? Ben-Veniste says no - now or at
arraignment
Ben-Veniste is stuck with the deal - though says may be due to
sickness
--The decision is

to put it off. They will file an information later

Parkinson (presentation by Jill Volner)
1. $ plus passing messages
2. Subornation of perjury
3. Own perjury
Gets true story from Magruder in July. Mitchell says it's a lie,
but Magruder was at last being truthful. Magruder then prepares
his cover story.

--Decision: Only include in main conspiracy to obstruct justice
--Do not charge with perjury or subornation of perjury
--2 reasons -

--grading of indictments - only first line defendants will be
charged with perjury
--don't want to try separate perjury cases if Parkinson's case is
severed
Will give him hearing before Jaworski.

- (Frampton

presents, along with Ben-Veniste)
--Jaworski says the case troubles him
--Will meet with Miller IBittman's defense counsel]
no prior discuss re
--Jaworski doesn't want to indict Bittman unless prosecutors are confident
they can convict. The indictment alone will ruin him
Bittman

Strachan Gordon

--suggest conspiracy charge, plus perjury before the Senate
--Prosecutors are faced with an Bth Circuit case on use immunity
--discuss
--why perjury? - to put pressure [on Strachan to seek a plea
bargainl
--give hearing
Colson

--Jaworski would like to nail - on the basis of what he's seen. It's not
a strong case, either in for the Watergate cover-up or the Ellsberg
break-in
--Ben Veniste says they could convict, but admits it's not a
strong case
--Colson was uninvolved June and after January was off to the
side

--Colson lies to GJ - June 20
--Colson asked what to do with Hunt
--on side
(Hank Ruth has met with Colson's defense lawyer, Robert
Shapiro)

Vorenberg and Ruth doubt he can be convicted

Author's Add itiona I Interpretation
Caulfield

They have reached a plea bargain with Jack Caulfield, who is sick. He will
plead to a single conspiracy count and they will recommend a suspended
sentence. Jaworski doesn't want to announce it at this point - probably
because it will influence the attitudes of other defendants.
Parkinson

Parkinson, the outside lawyer defending CRP in the civil suit brought by the
DNC, knew of the money for the break-in defendants and heard Magruder's
candid admission of what really happened - but destroyed those notes when
Mitchell assured him that Magruder was lying. The Watergate Task Force
recommends indicting him for conspiracy, obstruction of justice, plus perjury
and subornation of perjury.
Jaworski wants to reserve perjury for the first line defendants.
Bittman
This is the only defendant where Jaworski expresses a strong disinclination
to indict. He says it troubles him and he will meet with Bittman's defense
lawyer. He says they shouldn't indict him unless they are confident they can
convict because being indicted will ruin him.

Bittman is a Democratic hero, his indictment will complicate the simple
conspiracy story (It was all Republicans seeking Nixon's re-election), yet
everyone else in the room favors including him. It is instructive that this is
the only defendant where Jaworski expresses the concern that being indicted
will ruin the individual. He certainly is not concerned about the effect on
Republican lawyers like Parkinson, Strachan or Colson.
Strachan

Gordon Strachan was a young lawyer, who was Haldeman's liaison to CRP.
Prosecutors were putting immense pressure on him to testify against his
boss, which is why Jaworski agreed to charge him with the additional count
of perjury in his Senate testimony.
Strachan had been granted immunity by the Senate, which would severely
complicate any prosecution. Strachan was indicted as one of the first line

defendants, including perjury charges, but ultimately the Court of Appeals
urged prosecutors to severe his case from that of the other defendants.
Much later, prosecutors chose to dismiss it entirely.
One gets the distinct impression that Strachan, a minor player by any
standard, was only indicted to get him to flip on Haldeman - and once
Haldeman had been convicted, there was no reason to pressure him further.
Colson

The contrast with Bittman could not be more clear. Jaworski states that he
wants to nail Colson - even though everyone admits that neither case
against him - either for the Watergate cover-up or for the earlier break-in
into Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office - is very strong. No one else in the
review staff agrees with this assessment.
This is the clearest example of selective prosecution. Jaworski is eager to
nail Colson on a weak case, not being the least concerned about ruining him,
in dramatic contrast to his rather startling defense of Bittman's actions,
which are far more serious.
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7.4.2
2 4.2
Vorenberg Notes
For

Two Weeks ending 2/t4/74
Vorenberg is noting the staff's frustration at learning that Jaworski has
already agreed with Sirica that the grand jury will not indict President Nixon
as a part of its cover-up indictment,
Expa nded Tra nscription

1.

President - The memo written by Carl Feldbaum, et al, recommending
President Nixon be indicted, is a cause of frustration in the staff
because Jaworski told them that he'd already reached an agreement
with Sirica, several weeks prior and without disclosure, that Nixon
would not be named. One problem is that some (and maybe most) of
the staff agree with Feldbaum's memo.

Author's Interp retation
Carl Feldbaum was executive assistant to Deputy Henry Ruth and
would not be expected to author such a memo without his bosses
approval. When the memo came up for discussion, Jaworski dismissed
the idea, saying Sirica had said that indicting a sitting president was
outside the grand jury's authority * so the matter had already been
settled. Vorenberg is noting that the rest of the staff (some if not
most) are really upset - that Jaworski did this on his own and that he
didn't tell them that he had done so.
Since Jaworski's summary of his Sirica meeting of February 11th (see
Appendix E) discusses only the possibility of a grand jury report and
omits any mention the possibility of indicting President Nixon, this
particular discussion with Sirica must have occurred sometime before
that, which would put it in the second half of January -- and would be
yet another secret conversation between Jaworski and Sirica.

Vorenberg is not the least concerned about Jaworski's ex parte
meeting with Sirica; those have become routine. He is merely noting
that the staff is most upset with Jaworski for having precluded the
option of indicting President Nixon.
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7.4.3
24.s
Vorenberg Notes
for
Two Weeks ending 2/28/74
These notes confirm yet another secret meeting between Jaworski and
Sirica.
Partial Expanded Transcription
Jaworski is meeting with Sirica - Sirica liked the format of Lacovara's
Report
-- Sirica hasn't committed to any specific course of action
-- 2-26 * Jaworski discussed their grand jury scenario
--The grand jury agreed to their approach, asking only three
questions
-- They also named the President in their bill of particulars -- Jaworski says he urged Sirica not to hold a hearing that will give
the White House a chance to delay
--The staff is to screens the sections - permitted to put what is urgent
in the Road Map

2.

Author's InterPretation

2. Jaworski

reported on his meeting(s) with Judge Sirica and that Sirica had
liked the format of Lacovara's report. It is not clear whether this is a
reference to Lacovara's brief on why the grand jury should be allowed to
issue a sealed report, which Jaworski promised to provide Sirica in their 2/tI
meeting (See Appendix E), or whether this refers to a draft of the Road Map
itself. In either event, it indicates yet another secret meeting with Judge
Sirica - and the improper sharing of documents whose disposition the Judge
will soon be asked to rule upon.
The 2/26 reference, where Jaworski reported on the Grand Jury scenario, is
unclear. This may be yet another discussion with Sirica, since Jaworski's
actual presentation to the grand jury is believed to have occurred a week
earlier. In any event, the grand jurors seemed happy to go along with
whatever the prosecutors recommended, asking only three questions agreeing to name President Nixon in their bill of particulars and to issuing a
sealed report to the House Judiciary Committee.
Jaworski then reports that he urged Sirica not to hold a hearing on the Road
Map. Here is yet another example of prosecutors seeking to work things out

advance, in secret, with the judge. Since the hearing issue is not mentioned
in Jaworski's 2/12 memo, laworski must be referring to a separate
conversation with the judge, perhaps one of the same ones alluded to above
- but the order of presentation suggests this was a separate conversation,
such that Jaworski could also share the grand jury's recent actions with the
judge.
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7.4.4
24.+
Vorenberg's Notes
For

3/I4 and 3/15/74
Vorenberg is noting the follow up that occurred after Phil Lacovara's memo
questioning Colson's indictment. It may be evidence of an obstruction of
justice.
Expa nded Tra nscri ption

4. Colson -

Still included. Jaworski's decision reversed.
--after Lacovara Memo to Jaworski, another meeting was held at which
-- collect memo
a stronger case was described
Author's Interpretation

The Lacovara memo (Appendix M) was a real shot across the bow of any
Colson indictment. It rightfully pointed out that there was insufficient
evidence on which to include him - and that all of the senior staff except
Jaworski shared that point of view, It is little wonder it triggered a second
meeting, but no record exists as to what had changed.

It appears that Jaworski may even have decided not to include Colson, which
decision was then reversed after the second meeting.

We may never know, but one thing seems clear: no one wanted to leave
the Lacovara memo in the file for possible future discovery, Hence,
Vorenberg's notation "collect memo".
Of course, no one appears to have thought to retrieve Jaworski's own coPY,
which had already been filed away in his confidential Watergate file - which
is why any record of the Lacovara memo survives.

The idea of collecting the memo is a clear indication that the special
prosecutors had in mind the cleansing of their files all along. It also
suggests a cover-up -- and even the destruction of evidence and an
obstruction of justice.
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7.4.5
Vorenberg Notes
Watergate Overview
These notes are undated, but appear to have been written early in 1974,
possibly in connection with the cover-up indictments or in anticipation of
preparing a final report.
He is clearly musing about core issues in Watergate, but doing so in the
context of a problem for the NAACP’s Legal Defense Fund (LDF), where he
serves as a Director.
It also should be pointed out that the transcription of the fourth outline item
is exceptionally difficult and may be subject to alternative interpretation.
Transcription
1.! Have been working on WG since last May – a few reflections
+ relevance to LDF
2.! Most serious aspect of WG – contempt for our institutions --leads
a.! Corruption of Electoral Process:
--Break-in – Perhaps shouldn’t be taken too seriously unless
President. authorized – unclear – a tradition – must be changed.
--Similarly Segretti – dirty tricks cf [Dick] Tuck.
--Very helpful to draw line
b.! Corruption of Judicial Process
--Cover-up – planned corruption of judicial process
--promises of executive clemency
--cf offer to Byrne – utter contempt for process
--ITT, if prove –same
c.! Corruption of Law Enforcement Process
--Wholesale violations of 4th Amendment
--Same as 1st Amendment – Ellsberg at Hoover Funeral
--FBI as cover-up
--Plumbers break-in
--Breaking up demonstrations
--Nixon brother, etc.
d.! Corruption of Administrative Process
--Enemies tax audits –great frustration clearly in bureaucracy
--ITT – Department of Justice
3.! Much said about how close came to police state – just not clear
--Not well organized
--What if well organized

7.4.5
--Conclusions – institutions responded
--press
--civil service, but cf CIA
--Courts
--Congress
4.! What LDF confronts is similar corruption
--Harder to deal with – less dramatic move to curb liberties–
seemed to have public support in ’72 election
--If I had to choose between seeing Administration saved in
spite of cover-up or having civil rebellion, would chose former
Author’s Interpretation
Watergate is a complex issue and Professor Vorenberg’s views are
surprisingly candid.
In essence, he dismisses the original criminal acts – the break-in itself and,
perhaps, the dirty tricks by Donald Segretti. His focus, instead, is on
contempt for institutions, which he says led to their corruption.
The difficulty is that these are largely political views. For every allegation of
corrupt practices by the Nixon administration, one could list similar
allegations against any recent Democratic one. Abuse of power, particularly
today, is a highly politicized concept.
Indeed, the Republican minority on the House Judiciary Committee
requested the “unified” staff compile a study of abuse of power allegations
against prior administrations. The study was overseen by a prominent Yale
historian, but suppressed when it showed allegations against the Nixon
administration differed little from those lodged against his predecessors.
It was, however, published after President Nixon’s resignation. See:
Responses of the Presidents to Charges of Misconduct, including high crimes
and misdemeanors from George Washington to Lyndon Johnson. An
Authoritative History Requested by Counsel John Doar for the Impeachment
Inquiry Staff Investigating Charges Against Richard M. Nixon. With an
Added Introduction by C. Vann Woodward, Sterling Professor of History, Yale
University, Director of the Study. New York: Delacorte Press (1974).
Along with Final Report of the Select Committee to Study Governmental
Operations with respect to Intelligence Activities (the Church Committee
Report), issued in April, 1976, the abuse of power allegations against the

7.4.5
Nixon administration seem indistinguishable from those of his predecessors
– or successors.
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